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Enhanced radiative transition in SinGem nanoclusters
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Using anab initio molecular-dynamics scheme~the ‘‘fireball’’ scheme!, we determined the equilibrium
structure of intermediate-size SinGem (n1m571) nanoclusters with and without hydrogen passivation on the
surface. Due to the strong surface distortion, defect states are found to permeate the energy gap of SinGem

clusters. However, the defect states are removed by adding H atoms on the surface of SinGem clusters, and the
gap opens up to a few eV, indicating a blueshift for photoluminescence. It is also found that the radiative
transition between the highest occupied molecular orbital~HOMO! and the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital ~LUMO! states is enhanced by one to two orders of magnitude for SinGem nanoclusters with respect to
the corresponding pure Si clusters. This significant increase of the emission probability is attributed to the
strong overlap of HOMO and LUMO wave functions centered mostly on the Ge atoms.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.035404 PACS number~s!: 73.22.2f, 61.46.1w, 71.15.Pd, 78.67.2n
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I. INTRODUCTION

The optical properties of bulk Si and Ge are rather m
diocre because the light-emission in the bulk Si and Ge
phonon-assisted indirect process. Therefore, to improve
the light-emission feature in Si-based materials is a challe
for both technological and fundamental research.

Luminescence is a result of a significant overlap in el
tron and hole wave functions since the strength of the lu
nescence~i.e., the emission rate and quantum efficiency! de-
pends on the extent of this overlap and the transit
probability. A possible means for increasing this overlap
the Si-based materials may be accomplished through, for
ample, alloying to change the band structure, introduc
impurities to produce the intermediate state through wh
the electron can recombine with the hole, or zone folding
yield the desired quasidirect transition.1 However, the most
important breakthrough in this topic is the observation
visible photoluminescence~PL! from porous Si~Refs. 2–4!
and Si quantum dots5 which opens possibilities for fabricat
ing visible light-emitting devices from Si-based materia
The structural analysis of porous Si is quite difficult. B
several measurements have confirmed that the principal
ture of porous Si consists of extremely fine structures wh
are small enough to exhibit quantum confinement effects.2,4,5

Various theoretical works have been conducted on
nanowires6–10 and Si clusters.11–15 They clarified that the
quantum confinement effects give rise to a change in
electronic structure and the optical properties and they
the principle mechanism of the blueshift PL in porous Si a
Si quantum dots.

Experimental reports indicated that Ge quantum dots
bedded in SiO2 glassy matrices16 or in porous Si~Ref. 17!
show a strong room-temperature luminescence. Theore
studies on the structure and stability of Ge clusters,18 the
polarizabilities of small Ge clusters,19 and the quantum con
finement effect on excitons in Ge quantum dots20 have also
0163-1829/2003/68~3!/035404~8!/$20.00 68 0354
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been reported. Since Ge has smaller electron and hole e
tive masses and a larger dielectric constant than the co
sponding quantities for Si, the effective Bohr radius of t
exciton in Ge is larger than that in Si, and the quantu
confinement effect appears more pronounced in Ge tha
Si.16,17,20,21These results suggest that SinGem nanoclusters
could be possible candidates for components of nanos
functional optical devices. In order to understand the phys
of SinGem clusters, we performed anab initio molecular-
dynamics simulation for SinGem clusters of an intermediate
size, and systematically studied their electronic and opt
properties. There is no doubt that the mismatch effect do
nating the electronic and optical properties in Si12xGex al-
loys may introduce interesting optical features in SinGem
clusters. But one has to keep in mind that the surface dis
tion associated with stabilizing the SinGem clusters will also
play an important role. Therefore the competition betwe
the lattice mismatch and the surface distortion is the ba
issue in our investigation. For this purpose, we stud
SinGem clusters of an intermediate size with and without t
hydrogen passivation. By comparing our results between
two sets of SinGem clusters, we found that the surface disto
tion plays an important role in the intermediate size
SinGem clusters but the mismatch effect dominates wh
SinGem clusters of the intermediate size are passivated
hydrogen atoms to eliminate the dangling bonds so as
lessen the effect of the surface distortion. We also found
the latter shows an enhancement of radiative transition a
blueshift in PL.

It should be noted that our simulations of the SinGem
clusters without hydrogen passivation lead to only one of
more stable configurations among a large number of st
tural isomers. Hence its resulting structural and electro
properties may not exactly represent the corresponding p
erties of the true ground-state configuration of the SinGem
clusters. However this caveat does not affect the main c
clusions of our study, including the role played by the latti
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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mismatch and the surface relaxation in SinGem clusters with
and without hydrogen passivation, and the enhanced ra
tive transition in SinGem clusters.

II. METHOD

We considered 71-atom SinGem clusters, withm taking
values 0, 18, 35, 53, and 71, respectively. The initial confi
rations for the five clusters were generated randomly o
regular tetrahedral network. They were then relaxed by
ab initio molecular- dynamics scheme developed by San
and co-workers~the ‘‘fireball’’ scheme!.22 This scheme is
based on density-functional theory~DFT! in the local-density
approximation~LDA !, where a local basis set is used to co
struct the Kohn-Sham orbitals. The basis functions
slightly excited pseudoatomic orbitals~PAO!. The Kohn-
Sham orbitals are calculated self-consistently using
Hamann-Schlu¨ter-Chiang pseudopotential23 and the
Ceperley-Alder form of the exchange-correlation potentia
parametrized by Perdew and Zunger.24 We have tested this
method in the study of the strain relaxation of Si12xGex al-
loys and the results are in good agreement with the exp
mental observations.25

In our simulation,sp3-type PAO were used with confine
ment radii of 5.0aB , 5.2aB , and 3.6aB for Si, Ge, and H
atoms, respectively. A cubic cell with a lattice constant 50
was chosen as the unit cell. This cell size is sufficiently la
to ensure that spurious interactions between clusters
vanish. To obtain the stable configuration of a SinGem or a
SinGemH84 cluster, molecular-dynamics simulations we
performed on the clusters, starting from the initial rando
configuration, at a temperature of 103 K for about 20 ps until
the network was equilibrated. The network was then slow
cooled to 300 K for 5 ps, and the dynamical quenching w
finally performed to fully relax the system to 0 K. Charg
transfer was calculated self-consistently in the simulatio
which is important in modeling clusters.

After performing the molecular-dynamical simulation
we obtained stable configurations, five each for SinGem
and SinGemH84 clusters, with the ratio m/(n1m)
50.0, 0.25, 0.51, 0.75, and 1.0, respectively. As an exam
Fig. 1~a! shows the stabilized configuration of the Si36Ge35
cluster. Apparently, there is strong surface distortion in t
case and the stabilized structure is a compact network
more oblate structure. This kind of structure has also b
found to be more stable for the intermediate size of Si cl
ters from other theoretical studies.26 It is found that the sur-
face distortion leads to local bonding configurations w
more than four bonds, in particular, in the vicinity of th
surface. Further structural analysis shows that the ave
bond lengths of Si-Si (bSiSi), Si-Ge (bSiGe), and Ge-Ge
(bGeGe) of the SinGem clusters are expanded relative to t
bulk, as shown in Fig. 2~a!. But they still maintain the rela-
tionship of bSiSi , bSiGe , bGeGe and are almost indepen
dent of the ratio ofm/(n1m). In addition, as shown in Fig
2~b!, the average anglesuabg , which show the angle be
tweenba andbg atoms, are less than the tetrahedral ang
except foruSi Si Si in the Si18Ge53 cluster. The large fluctua
tion of the average anglesuabg as a function of the ratio o
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m/(n1m) indicates that the clusters have lost their init
tetrahedral symmetry. This means that the surface distor
strongly dominates in the intermediate-size SinGem clusters,
whatever the ratio of Si/Ge.

When the initial configurations were passivated with 84
atoms to terminate the dangling bonds on the surface ato
all the relaxed SinGemH84 clusters still maintain a tetrahedra
symmetry in the interior, with only a minor distortion on th
surface. Such features can be seen, for example, from
relaxed structure of Si36Ge35H84 shown in Fig. 1~b!. The av-
erage bond lengthsbSiSi, bSiGe, andbGeGeof the cluster@see
Fig. 2~c!# and the average anglesuabg @see Fig. 2~d!# are
quite close to the corresponding features in Si12xGex alloys
@comparing Figs. 2~c! and 2~d! to Figs. 3 and 7 in Ref. 25#.
This is an indication that the surface distortion in hydroge
passivated clusters is weak even for SinGemHl clusters of an
intermediate size. On the other hand, the mismatch ef

FIG. 1. The stabilized structure of the Si36Ge35 cluster shows a
compact shape~a! and that of the Si36Ge35H84 cluster shows a
spherical-like shape with tetrahedral symmetry in the interior p
~b!. The Si atoms are marked by the grey color, Ge by the bla
and H by the light gray.
4-2
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FIG. 2. The average bond lengths o
bSiSi , bSiGe, andbGeGein SinGem clusters~a!and
in SinGemH84 clusters~c! as a function of the ra-
tio of m/(n1m). The average anglesuabg and
the angle between two bondsba and bg in
SinGem clusters~b! and in SinGemH84 clusters~d!
as a function of the ratiom/(n1m) are shown in
the right side of the panel. The dotted lines in~b!
and~d! represent the tetrahedral angle of 109.4
in bulk Si and Ge.
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becomes the dominating factor in hydrogenated SinGem clus-
ters, similar to the situation exhibited in Si12xGex alloys.25

III. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE

The LDA calculation is known to underestimate the e
ergy gap in the single-particle energy spectrum of semic
ductor clusters. Corrections to the underestimated energy
can be calculated using the GW approach,14,27,28 where G
refers to the Green’s function and W refers to the scree
interaction. However, GW calculations are expensive, e
for clusters of an intermediate size considered in this w
~i.e., SinGemH84 clusters withn1m571). Our main interest
in this study is to provide an understanding of the trend
change in the electronic structure and optical properties
SinGem clusters of a given size as the concentration of the
component varies. The LDA approach is expected to be
ficiently accurate to provide a qualitative description of th
trend of change. Therefore, we have calculated the electr
density of states~EDOS! of the relaxed SinGem clusters, us-
ing the same DFT/LDA scheme as that in the structural
termination.

The electronic density of states of SinGem and SinGemH84
clusters at the five ratios ofm/(n1m) described previously
are shown in Fig. 3. From the left panel of Fig. 3, ma
defect states associated with the surface distortion were
in the highest occupied molecular orbital/lowest unoccup
molecular orbital ~HOMO-LUMO! energy-gap region o
SinGem clusters. These defect states were cleared up w
the surface was passivated by H atoms~see the right panel o
Fig. 3! because H atoms terminate the dangling bonds of
surface atoms, resulting in the clusters keeping the basic
rahedral symmetry. Even though the energy spectra
SinGem and SinGemH84 clusters are quite different, the gen
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eral feature of the energy spectrum in both cases was fo
to be rather insensitive to the ratio ofm/(n1m).

Figures 4~a! and 4~b! illustrate the HOMO-LUMO energy
gap of SinGem and SinGemH84 clusters as a function of the
ratio of m/(n1m), respectively. Because of the existence
the defect states in the energy-gap region, the HOM
LUMO gap of SinGem clusters is small~only 0.4–0.5 eV!
and does not show any dependence on the ratio of Si to
But the HOMO-LUMO gap of the hydrogenated SinGem
clusters is opened up to several eV~3.5–4.0 eV! and shows

FIG. 3. The electronic densities of states of SinGem clusters~left
column! and SinGemH84 clusters~right column! at various ratios of
m/(n1m). The Fermi levels are denoted by the vertical bars a
the broadening is 0.05 eV.
4-3
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a linear dependence on the ratio of Si to Ge which refle
the mismatch effect similar to that for the correspond
alloys.25 Specifically, experimental observation29 and theo-
retical calculations30,31 indicate that the lattice mismatch a
sociated with alloying in Si12xGex alloys induces a chang
of the conduction band, in particular, the lowest energy in
conduction band~LUMO! changes from theD point nearX
point for Si-rich alloys to theL point for Ge-rich alloys,31

leading to a nearly linear decrease of the indirect band g
In the case of SinGem clusters passivated by hydrogen, t
dominating factor is again the lattice mismatch. This simi
effect is observed from the HOMO-LUMO gap as shown
Fig. 4~b!. The existence of such a large energy gap
SinGem clusters of this size~with n1m571) can be attrib-
uted to the effect of quantum confinement and is consis
with the scenario of a blueshift in PL.

IV. OPTICAL PROPERTIES

It is well known that an accurate calculation of the ba
gap is important for the determination of the optical polar
ability of semiconductors and insulators. Many efforts ha
focused on the correction to the ‘‘too-small’’ band gap o
tained by DFT/LDA calculations for the purpose of acc
rately predicting the optical response of these systems.
other key factor for determining the optical properties
these systems is a proper description of interacting elect
hole pairs~excitons!. While calculations using the Green
function based on the GW approach have led to quite ac
rate predictions of the energy of low-lying excitations a
the oscillator strength for small clusters,32 the application of
this method to clusters of intermediate sizes is still com
tationally too expensive. Most recently, a method based
linear-response theory within the framework of the tim
dependent DFT/LDA~TDLDA ! had been applied to calcu
late the optical spectra of clusters13 with results in genera
agreement with experimental results as well as more com
cated theoretical methods~e.g., the GW approach!. However,

FIG. 4. The HOMO-LUMO energy gap of SinGem clusters
~a! and SinGemH84 clusters ~b! as a function of the ratio of
m/(n1m).
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at present, the application of the method is still limited
clusters of radii less than 1 nm.

The study of the dielectric function via the optical trans
tion matrix elements allows us to obtain information direc
on absorption and photoluminescence spectra. It can als
low us to obtain information indirectly on the relevant radi
tive PL processes. The imaginary part of the dielectric fu
tion can be calculated by32

Ime~v!5
16pe2

v2 (
S

uê•^0uvuS&u2d~v2VS!, ~1!

where ê is the polarization vector of the light,v
5 i /\@H,r #, u0& refers to the ground state,uS& the excited
state, andVS the excitation angular frequency. The excite
state can be expanded in electron-hole pair configura
such that

uS&5 (
v

hole

(
c

elec

Avc
S uvc&. ~2!

The coupling coefficientAvc
S can be calculated within the

framework of the two-particle Green’s function by solvin
the corresponding Bethe-Salpeter equation. A reasonable
proximation leads to the determination ofAvc

S as the positive
solutions to the eigenvalue equation,32

~Ec2Ev!Avc
S 1 (

v8,c8
Kvc,v8c8

AA
~VS!Av8c8

S
5VSAvc

S , ~3!

where Ec is the single-electron energy in the conducti
band,Ev the single-electron energy in the valence band, a
Kvc,v8c8

AA the electron-hole interaction kernel. The most co
putationally intensive part in the calculation is the evaluat
of the electron-hole interaction kernelKvc,v8c8

AA . This bottle-
neck is one of the main culprits that limits the application
the GW approach to only very small clusters and that of
TDLAD to clusters with radii less than 1 nm.

Using Eq.~2!, the optical transition matrix elements ca
be written as

^0uvuS&5 (
v

hole

(
c

elec

Avc
S ^vuvuc&. ~4!

The substitution of Eq.~4! into Eq.~1! shows that the imagi-
nary part of the dielectric function depends on the transit
matrix elements of electron-hole pair configuration^vuvuc&
as well as the coupling coefficientAvc

S . For clusters SinGem

of a given size (n1m5const), the changing composition
expected to cause more effects on the transition matrix
ments^vuvuc& than on the coupling coefficientAvc

S because
of the insensitivity of the electronic densities of state to t
change in configuration@see Eq.~3! and Fig. 3#. Since the
main interest of this work is to understand the effect on
optical properties of SinGem clusters of a given intermediat
size (n1m5const) by incorporating Ge atoms into the clu
ter, we therefore focus our attention on the effect on^vuvuc&
due to the change in the composition in SinGem clusters,
particularly on how the change in̂vuvuc& affects the radia-
tive transition probability of the clusters as their compositi
varies.
4-4
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To set up a benchmark for the analysis of the trend of
optical features of SinGem clusters of a given size but with
varying compositions within the framework considered
this work, we have calculated the imaginary part of the
electric function without the electron-hole interaction. In th
situation, Eq.~1! reduces to

Ime~v!5
16p2e2

V (
v

(
c

u^vur•êuc&u2d~Ec2Ev2\v!.

~5!

Here the sums are over all the eigenstatesuv& and uc&.
r is the position operator, andV the volume of the cluster
Specifically, we calculated the average Ime(v)

@5(16p2e2/V) (v (c
1
3 (u^vuxuc&u21u^vuyuc&u21u^vuzuc&u2)

d(Ec2Ev2\v)] since the shapes of the relaxed SinGem
clusters are compact and suggest a more-or-less isotropi
havior.

Figure 5 presents the calculated Ime(v) at various ratios
of Si to Ge in the cases with and without H passivation. I
found that the optical gaps, defined by the onset energ
the spectral edge in SinGem clusters, are in the range 0.4–0
eV and are almost independent of the ratio of Si to Ge. T
optical spectral peaks are smooth and broad. The spe
display low-energy transitions and show a tail near the o
cal edge. The tail corresponds to the defect states due to
surface distortion as shown in the EDOS of SinGem clusters
~Fig. 3!. Therefore, such optical properties are not suita
for application in optical devices. The optical gaps
H-terminated SinGem clusters, however, are in the range 3.3
4.1 eV and have a linear dependence on the ratio of Si to
Unlike optical spectra of SinGem clusters, the spectral peak
of hydrogenated SinGem clusters are sharp with no tail at th

FIG. 5. The averaged imaginary part of the dielectric functio
calculated from Eq.~5! of SinGem clusters ~left column! and
SinGemH84 clusters~right column! at various ratio ofm/(n1m).
The broadening is 0.05 eV.
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edge of the optical spectra. Such peaks near the edge re
the high structural symmetry~the tetrahedral symmetry in
the present study! of the SinGemH84 clusters. The large opti-
cal gaps in SinGemH84 clusters indicate the possibility o
optical applications.

Since the luminescence is a result of significant overlap
electron and hole wave functions, and the strength of
luminescence depends on the extent of this overlap and
transition probability, we investigated the radiative transiti
probabilities of SinGem and SinGemH84 clusters. The state-to
state spontaneous transition probability (Wi j ) ~the inverse of
the radiative lifetimet i j ) of the first-order radiative proces
between statesu i & and u j & is defined according to Fermi’s
golden rule and is given by33

Wi j 5
1

t i j
5

4e2v i j
3 n

3hc3
u^ i ur•êu j &u2, ~6!

wheree andm are the electron charge and mass, respectiv
c is the speed of light,v i j the energy difference~divided by
h) between statesu i & and u j &, andn the refractive index of
SinGem clusters. From ellipsometry34 and optical-absorption3

experiments for porous Si, it seems that the refractive in
decreases with increasing porosity. Since there is no m
surement of the refractive index for SinGem clusters, we
choosen to be 1 in the present calculation.

It is apparently from the formula ofWi j that the energy
differencev i j

3 as well as the dipole matrix elements^ i ur u j &
dominate the spontaneous transition probability. Table I l
the HOMO-LUMO spontaneous emission probabiliti

WHL@5(4e2vHL
3 n/3hc3) 1

3 (u^HuxuL&u21u^HuyuL&u2

1u^HuzuL&u2)# of SinGem and SinGemH84 clusters. It can be
seen that WHL’s for SinGem clusters are very smal
('1025 ns21). The corresponding radiative lifetimestHL
are quite large, i.e., 608ms for Si71, 49 ms for
Si53Ge18, 71 ms for Si36Ge35, 25 ms for Si18Ge53, and
121 ms for Ge71, respectively. But the HOMO-LUMO spon
taneous transition probabilitiesWHL of hydrogenated SinGem
clusters are about two to three orders-of-magnitude lar

TABLE I. HOMO-LUMO spontaneous emission probabilit
WHL and radiative lifetimetHL of SinGem and SinGemH84 clusters.

System WHL (ns21) tHL (ns)

Without hydrogenation
Si71 0.16431025 6.0823105

Si53Ge18 2.04931025 0.4883105

Si36Ge35 1.41531025 0.7063105

Si18Ge53 4.07831025 0.2453105

Ge71 0.82431025 1.2143105

With hydrogenation
Si71H84 0.012331022 81.3623102

Si53Ge18H84 0.84531022 1.1833102

Si36Ge35H84 1.67331022 0.5983102

Si18Ge53H84 1.42331022 0.7033102

Ge71H84 1.01331022 0.9873102

s

4-5
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than the corresponding ones of SinGem clusters. Their corre-
sponding radiative lifetimestHL are therefore shortened b
about two to three orders, i.e., 8.1ms for Si71H84, 0.12ms
for Si53Ge18H84, 0.059ms for Si36Ge35H84, 0.07ms for
Si18Ge53H84, and 0.098ms for Ge71H84, respectively. The
large differences inWHL and tHL between SinGem and
SinGemH84 clusters are mainly due to the energy differenc
of vHL

3 between HOMO-LUMO states in SinGem and
SinGemH84 clusters. As seen in Fig. 3, the HOMO-LUMO
energy differencesvHL of SinGemH84 clusters are about te
times larger than those of SinGem clusters.

It is noted that the radiative lifetimetHL calculated for the
Si71H84 cluster (8.1ms! is comparable to that of the Si66H64
cluster of a similar size (6ms! obtained by Hiraoet al.33 The
spontaneous transition probabilitiesWHL of the Si71H84 clus-
ter (0.0123104 ms21) are also consistent with the recom
bination rate of an excited electron-hole pair in Si crystalli
~about 104 ms21) for the photon energy of 4.0 eV at 5 K
calculated by Delerueet al.6,10 The spontaneous transitio
probabilitiesWHL are found in our calculation to be higher
the pure Ge71H84 cluster (1.0131022 ns21) than in the pure
Si71H84 cluster (0.01231022 ns21). This result is qualita-
tively consistent with the results of the radiative decay r
of excitons in Ge quantum dots~about 0.231022 ns21) and
in Si quantum dots~about 0.0531022 ns21) with the dot
radius of 10 Å obtained by Takagahara and Takeda.20

Our analysis of the radiative transition in SinGem clusters
indicates that the HOMO-LUMO spontaneous emiss
probability WHL ~radiative life-time tHL) of SinGem and
SinGemH84 clusters is very sensitive to the Ge conte
@m/(n1m)# in the cluster. Table I shows a sudden and s
stantial increase inWHL once Ge atoms are incorporated in
the Si clusters. In particular, for hydrogen-passiva
SinGemH84 clusters, the incorporation of Ge atoms into the
cluster can bring about a dramatic increase inWHL of up to
two orders of magnitude as compared to the pure hydrog
passivated Si cluster. An increase inWHL of this magnitude
for SinGemH84 with n1m571 suggests that the incorpor
tion of Ge atoms into hydrogen-passivated Si clusters m
pave the way to dramatically enhance the optical proper
of pure Si clusters.

To shed light on the underlying physics of this drama
change in the HOMO-LUMO spontaneous emission pr
ability WHL , we carried out a detailed analysis of factors th
might affectWHL . From Eq.~6!, it can be seen thatWHL is
controlled by the interplay between the HOMO-LUMO ga
vHL and the dipole matrix element^Hur uL&. As shown in
Fig. 4, vHL for SinGem clusters of a given size does n
exhibit any sensitive dependence on the Ge content.
SinGemH84 clusters,vHL decreases with increasing Ge co
tent @m/(n1m)# and shows a linear dependence on the
content. However, the range of variation forvHL is only by a
factor of ;1.22. On the other hand, the dependence of
dipole matrix element onm/(n1m) shows a more compli-
cated pattern~see Table II!. For example, u^Hur uL&u2
5 1

3 (u^HuxuL&u21u^HuyuL&u21u^HuzuL&u2) for SinGemH84
clusters shows a dramatic increase of two orders of ma
tude once Ge atoms are incorporated into the Si cluste
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peaks at the equal composition of Si and Ge atoms, and
reduces to a smaller but equal order of magnitude for
pure Ge cluster. Since the range of variation foru^Hur uL&u2

~over two orders of magnitude! far surpasses that forvHL
3

~less than one order of magnitude!, it must be the behavior o
u^Hur uL&u2 that determines the pattern of behavior forWHL .
As shown in Table I,WHL for SinGemH84 clusters indeed
exhibits a similar pattern to that ofu^Hur uL&u2, namely, a
drastic, almost two orders-of- magnitude, increase for a sm
Ge content, peaking at an equal composition of Si and
atoms, reducing to a somewhat smaller value for the p
hydrogen-passivated Ge cluster.

To shed light on the mechanism responsible for the d
matic increase inu^Hur uL&u2/WHL once Ge atoms are incor
porated into the hydrogen-passivated Si clusters, we exp
the dipole matrix element in terms of the pseudoatomic
bitals within the fireball scheme,22 namely,

^Hur uL&5 (
ia, j b

~cia
H !* cj b

L ^ iaur u j b&, ~7!

wherecia
l denotes the coefficient of expansion of the wa

function l in the pseudoatomic orbitala at the sitei. The
matrix element^ iaur u j b& depends only on the structura
configuration of the cluster. Specifically

^ iaur u j b&5 E fa* ~r2Ri !rfb~r2Rj !dr

5 E fa* ~r 8!r 8fb~r 82Ri j !dr 8

1Ri E fa* ~r 8!fb~r 82Ri j !dr 8, ~8!

wherefa(r2Ri) is the pseudoatomic orbitala centered at
atomic sitei , Ri is the position vector of atomic sitei , Ri j
5Rj2Ri , andr 85r2Ri , respectively.

TABLE II. Dipole matricesu^ i ur u j &u25
1
3 (u^ i uxu j &u21u^ i uyu j &u2

1u^ i uzu j &u2) between HOMO-LUMO states (Å2) of SinGem and
SinGemH84 clusters.

System u^Hur uL&.u2

Without hydrogenation
Si71 0.0329
Si53Ge18 0.322
Si36Ge35 0.238
Si18Ge53 0.791
Ge71 0.181

With hydrogenation
Si71H84 0.00294
Si53Ge18H84 0.292
Si36Ge35H84 0.623
Si18Ge53H84 0.600
Ge71H84 0.464
4-6
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ENHANCED RADIATIVE TRANSITION IN SinGem . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 035404 ~2003!
Since there is no substantial structural change
hydrogen-passivated SinGemHl clusters of a given size (n
1m5const), Eqs.~7! and ~8! then indicate that the coeffi
cients of expansion of the HOMO and LUMO states play
most significant role in determininĝHur uL&. In Fig. 6, we
plot the absolute value of the coefficientcia

l for the pseudo-
atomic orbitalfa(r2Ri) vs atomic sitei for the HOMO and
LUMO states of hydrogen-passivated SinGemH84 (n1m
571) clusters with various Ge contents. When the patte
of behavior for the hydrogen-passivated pure Si clus
(Si71Ge0H84) are compared to those of the hydroge
passivated pure Ge cluster (Si0Ge71H84), it can be seen tha
the HOMO state for the two clusters shows similar distrib
tion. However, there is a striking difference between the p
terns exhibited by the LUMO states of the two clusters.
the case of the pure Si cluster, the expansion coefficient
the px orbital give the major contribution to the LUMO
states. On the other hand, two outstanding features diffe
tiate the pattern of the LUMO state of the pure Ge clus
from that of the pure Si cluster:~i! The expansion coeffi-
cients of thes orbital give the major contribution to th
LUMO state.~ii ! The magnitude of the coefficients of thes
orbital is greater than that of thepx orbital for the pure Si
cluster by a factor of 2 to 3. An examination of other figur
in Fig. 6 shows that the LUMO state possesses the same
features as long as the cluster has a Ge content, and
features appear mostly at the Ge sites. The overlap betw
an s orbital and neighboring orbitals is far less restrictive

FIG. 6. The absolute value of the coefficientcia
l vs the pseudo-

atomic orbitala centered at atomic sitei for the HOMO ~left col-
umn! and LUMO states~right column! of SinGemH84 clusters. The
numbers labeled at x axis denote the number of atomic site. At e
atomic site, there are four histograms corresponding to the pse
atomic orbital a. The order of pseudo-atomic orbitala is
s, px , py , andpz , from left to right, respectively.
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compared to that between apa orbital with its neighboring
orbitals. This fact, together with the more pronounc
strength of the coefficients for thes orbital in the LUMO
state of Ge-containing clusters, leads to a stronger ove
between the LUMO and HOMO states of Ge-containi
clusters, thus explaining the correlation between the app
ance of these two features and the sudden and dramati
crease in the value ofu^Hur uL&u2 once Ge atoms are incor
porated into the hydrogen-passivated Si clusters. T
correlation also indicates that these two features are ma
responsible for the sudden and dramatic increase inWHL
once the hydrogen-passivated Si cluster possesses a
content.

Finally, it should be noted that the properties of t
HOMO state are closely related to the effective mass
heavy holes while those of the LUMO state are related to
average effective mass of electrons. The mass of the he
hole for bulk Si is reasonably close to that for bulk Ge. O
the other hand, the average effective mass of electrons
bulk Ge is a factor of 2 smaller than that for bulk Si. It
therefore tempting to speculate that the behavior pattern
HOMO and LUMO states are related to the sameness of
mass of the heavy hole and the difference in the effec
mass of electrons for Si and Ge, respectively. One may
reason that the fact that the effective mass of Ge is two tim
smaller than that of Si could be the contributing factor for t
dominant contribution of thes orbital in the LUMO state for
clusters with a Ge content.

V. CONCLUSION

The findings of our systematic study of the structur
electronic, and optical properties of the SinGem cluster with
and without hydrogen passivation include~i! there is only a
weak surface distortion in hydrogen-passivated clus
SinGemHl of intermediate sizes. The mismatch effect is th
the dominating factor in determining properties of tho
clusters.~ii ! The HOMO-LUMO gap for SinGemHl clusters
of intermediate sizes opens up to several eV’s, consis
with a blueshift in PL. It shows a linear dependence on
ratio n/(n1m) (n1m5const) that is similar to the patter
exhibited by Si12xGex alloys.25 ~iii ! The HOMO-LUMO
spontaneous emission probabilityWHL of SinGemHl clusters
is very sensitive to the Ge content in the cluster. Once
atoms are incorporated into the cluster, this can bring abo
two orders-of-magnitude increase inWHL . Our analysis at-
tributes this dramatic increase to the strong overlap betw
HOMO and LUMO states around Ge atoms. Our findin
therefore suggest that hydrogen-passivated SinGem clusters
may be viable candidates as components in optical devic
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